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1. As displayed in the red boxes, some item‟s screen location has moved and 

overall appearance has been changed. 
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1. Within e-Access, the Save As screen appears with the File name pre-populated 

as displayed in the left screenshot

2. Within the new SCRA application, if a user wishes to download a file, he/she 

must change the file name. You will need to change the file name to a 

name to something that easily identifies the file. (e.g ELIG.1234.1234) 

before saving it to your computer
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1. Once logged into the GMEP, click on the RFS link in the GMEP menu bar.
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2. Select Servicemembers Civil Relief Act (SCRA) link from the RFS menu 

dropdown list
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3. Once logged in, the SCRA homepage will display.
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1. This is the SCRA Home page for the SCRA Module

2. All screens are accessible by using one of the two menu systems: the 

tabbed menu at the top of the screen or the table-style menu 

characterized by pale blue headings above active links. 

3. Some pages which are accessible using one menu may not be accessible 

using the other menu.  
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1. The Eligibility Summary screen displays the totals of all eligibility requests 
for the entered Issuer number by status.  The screen also displays the 
number of eligibility requests which have errors for each status. 

2. Click the Eligibility tab on the SCRA Menu.  The Eligibility Summary 
screen is the default screen that is displayed.  The screen displays the 
summary of all eligibilities by status.  The Eligibility Summary screen is 
also displayed by clicking Summary under the Eligibility Processing 
section of the SCRA Home page. 

3. If you are authorized to view data for more than one „Issuer ID‟, you may 
choose an „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list by clicking the down arrow 
on the right side of the box.

4. The Eligibility Summary also contains links to all the Eligibility Lists for the 
selected „Issuer ID‟.  The following eligibility list screens may be accessed 
by clicking the corresponding „Status‟:

1. Approved Eligibility List screen, click “Approved”

2. Archived Eligibility List screen, click “Archived”

3. Denied Eligibility List screen, click “Denied”

4. New Eligibility List screen, click “New”

5. Pending Eligibility List screen, click “Pending”.
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To create a new SCRA Eligibility request:

1. Click Eligibility > Form on the SCRA Menu to display a blank Eligibility Form 

2. The Eligibility Form screen is also displayed by clicking the Eligibility Form link under 
the Eligibility Processing section of the SCRA Home page.  

3. Fields, buttons and links on the Eligibility Form are described in the SCRA user guide

4. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will contain the „Issuer 
IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your organization.

5. Enter the „Loan Key‟ of the loan you wish to access in the „Loan Key‟ text box.

6. You may enter the „Duty Start‟ in the „Duty Start‟ text box, or leave it blank.  If you enter 
a date (format:  mm/dd/yyyy), the „Active Federal Duty Start Date‟ will be pre-populated 
(and still editable) with the date you entered.  Otherwise, you will enter the date on the 
Form.

7. Click the „GO‟ button

8. If there is an eligibility record in the database with the same „Loan Key‟ and „Duty Start‟, 
the data will be displayed, at which time you can edit the information (see section 4.2.2 
within the SCRA User Guide for instructions).  

9. Pursuant to APM 02-25, eligibility requests may be submitted regardless of military 
effort.   However, the „Military Effort‟ field is still a required value.  Many Issuers track 
their requests by military effort.  

10. Note:  The “All Other Efforts” and “Enduring Freedom” military efforts may only be used 
when the active duty start date is September 11, 2001, or later.  This is in accordance 
with APM 02-25.

11. When data is entered in certain fields, such as „Active Federal Duty Start Date‟, error 
checking is performed when the data is entered.  If there is an error detected, the 
Current Exceptions screen is displayed at the top of the Eligibility Form.  
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To view the New Eligibility List screen:

1. Click Eligibility > New List on the SCRA Menu.  The New Eligibility List 

screen is also displayed by clicking the New Eligibility List link under the 

Eligibility Processing section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.

3. Enter the „Loan Key‟ of the loan you wish to access in the „Loan Key‟ text 

box.  Click GO.

4. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data in ascending or 

descending order by that field.
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From the New Eligibility List screen

1. Place a checkmark in the „Select‟ checkbox of the record(s) to submit.  

Click Submit.  

2. A message will be displayed asking if you are sure you want to submit the 

selected eligibilities

3. Click OK to submit selected eligibilities, or CANCEL to cancel the request 

to submit.
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1. The Download File screen is displayed when an SCRA User or SCRA 

Administrator submits a “New” or “Edited” eligibility.  It is also displayed 

when a User clicks the Download link on one of the following List screens:  

1. Pending Eligibility List

2. Denied Eligibility List

3. Approved Eligibility List

4. Approved Reimbursement List

5. Pending Reimbursement List

2. Right click on the DownloadFile link.  Select the desired 

downloading/viewing option from the window that is displayed.  

3. Change the File Name to a name that easily identifies the file. (e.g
ELIG.1234.1234) before saving it to your computer
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1. This screenshot represents a download created when a User submits a 

new eligibility request.  

2. Page 2 of the PDF (not shown) contains loan information
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To view the Pending Eligibility List screen:

1. Click Eligibility > Pending List on the SCRA Menu.  The Pending Eligibility List 

screen is also displayed by clicking the Pending Eligibility List link under the 

Eligibility Processing section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will contain the 

„Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your organization.  The system will 

display the list of pending eligibilities for the Issuer ID selected.

3. You may enter the „Loan Key‟ of the loan you wish to access in the „Loan Key‟ 

text box.  You must click GO to display the resulting pending eligibility.

4. The „Status‟ field on the Pending Eligibility List allows you to monitor the 

progress of the pending eligibility.  When the field value is set to “Pending 

Eligibility”, that record has received one of the two required approvals from an 

SCRA Administrator.

5. From this list you may select eligibility records with the “Edited” status to move 

to the Corrected Eligibilities List.   Place a checkmark in the „Select‟ checkbox, 

and then click Ready For Submit.   The Corrected Eligibilities List is displayed.  

From that screen you may submit the eligibility. We will talk more about this in 

later slides.

6. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Eligibility Form for that loan.

7. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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To view the Denied Eligibility List screen:

1. Click Eligibility > Denied List on the SCRA menu to display the Denied 

Eligibility List.  The Denied Eligibility List screen is also displayed by 

clicking the Denied Eligibility List link under the Eligibility Processing 

section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization. The system displays the list of pending eligibilities for the 

Issuer ID selected.

3. You may enter the „Loan Key‟ of the loan you wish to access in the „Loan 

Key‟ text box.  You must click GO to display the resulting pending 

eligibility.

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Eligibility Form for that 

loan.

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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To submit a corrected eligibility:

1. Access the Eligibility Form by clicking an individual Loan Key value from either 

the Pending Eligibility List (Slide 32) or the Denied Eligibility List (Slide 33).

2. Make the necessary corrections.  Click SAVE to save the correction.  A pop-up 

window will be displayed acknowledging that the data was updated. Click OK.

3. Navigate back to the eligibility list from which the modified Eligibility Form 

originated.   Place a checkmark in the „Select‟ column near the edited eligibility.  

Click Ready For Submit.  The Corrected Eligibility List screen is displayed 

(Current Slide).

4. Place a checkmark in the „Select‟ checkbox for the corrected eligibilities that are 

ready to be submitted.  Click Submit.  A dialog box will display asking for 

confirmation.  Click OK to submit the selected eligibilities, or CANCEL to cancel 

the request to submit.

5. To submit all the eligibilities in the Corrected Eligibility List, click Submit All.  A 

dialog box will display asking for confirmation. Click OK to submit all eligibilities, 

or CANCEL to cancel the request to submit.

6. When a corrected eligibility is submitted, the Download File screen is displayed.  

See slide 30  for instructions on downloading the SCRA Loan Eligibility 

Information statement PDF file.  You should print the PDF file, review the 

corrections, sign it, and send it to your SCRA Administrator, along with a copy of 

the borrower‟s Military Orders.
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To view the Approved Eligibility List:

1. Click Eligibility > Approved List on the SCRA Menu to display the 

Approved Eligibility List.  The Approved Eligibility List screen is also 

displayed by clicking the Approved Eligibility List link under the Eligibility 

Processing section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization. RFS SCRA displays the list of approved eligibilities for the 

Issuer ID selected (Current Slide).

3. You may enter the „Loan Key‟ of the loan you wish to access in the „Loan 

Key‟ text box.  You must click GO to display the resulting approved 

eligibility.

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Eligibility Form from for 

that loan.  The „Adjusted Duty End Date‟ may be edited on an Approved 

Eligibility Form

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.

6. An Eligibility record may be expanded by clicking the  icon to show the All 

Reimbursements Paid information.  To collapse the All Reimbursements 

Paid information, click the  icon.
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To extend or shorten the duty end date on an approved eligibility:

1. Open the Approved Eligibility List (see instructions from previous slide).

2. Click on the „Loan Key‟ of the record to be edited.  The Eligibility Form is 

displayed for the record (see slide 27 for an example of the Eligibility 

Form).

3. Enter the new duty end date in the „Adjusted Duty End Date‟ field.

4. Click Save.
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1. Open the Approved Eligibility List

2. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ to view the Eligibility Form.  Eligibility forms 

with an “approved” status have the Archive link available.  

3. Click Archive to archive the individual record.
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1. To review the summary of all reimbursements by status, click the 

Reimbursement tab on the SCRA Menu.  The Reimbursement Summary 

page is the default screen that is displayed . The Reimbursement 

Summary screen may also be accessed directly from the SCRA Home 

screen by clicking the Reimbursement Summary link under the 

Reimbursement Processing section.

2. If you are authorized to view data for more than one Issuer ID, choose an 

„Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list by clicking the down arrow on the right 

side of the box.

3. The Reimbursement Summary also contains links to all the 

Reimbursement Lists for your Issuer ID: 

4. Approved Reimbursement List screen, click Approved

5. Archived Reimbursement List screen, click Archived

6. Denied Reimbursement List screen, click Denied

7. New Reimbursement List screen, click New

8. Pending Reimbursement List screen, click Pending.
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To create a new reimbursement request for an approved eligibility:

1. From the Approved Eligibility List, click the Create link to display a 

Reimbursement Form.

2. The Issuer ID and Loan Key search fields are pre-populated.  You must 

enter the „Collect Date‟.  The „Collect Date‟ should always be the first day 

of the month.  Click GO. 

3. SCRA General Information is pre-populated with data from the Eligibility 

record.  SCRA Quarterly Reimbursement Request Information contains 

editable fields for entering the reimbursement request data.  Enter the 

required data (see Table 11 within the SCRA User Guide for a definition of 

fields) then click Save.

4. Upon successful saving of the reimbursement request, RFS SCRA 

displays a confirmation message “Data Updated”

5. Click OK

6. The reimbursement record is moved to the New Reimbursement List 
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1. Click the Reimbursement tab on the SCRA Menu.  

2. Click the Form sub tab to display a blank Reimbursement Form 

3. The Reimbursement Form is also displayed by clicking the 

Reimbursement Form link under the Reimbursement Processing section 

of the SCRA Home page. 

4. If you are authorized to view data for more than one Issuer ID, choose an 

„Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list by clicking the down arrow on the right 

side of the box.

5. Enter the Loan Key of the loan you wish to access into the „Loan Key‟ text 

box and click GO. 

6. Enter the Collect Date of the reimbursement you wish to view in the 

„Collect Date‟ text box and click GO.  

7. If a „Collect Date‟ is not entered, all reimbursements associated with that 

„Issuer ID‟/‟Loan Key‟ combination will be retrieved.  

8. The reimbursement record with the earliest Collect Date will be displayed 

(Screen Displayed).  

9. You may scroll through the resulting reimbursements using the side arrow 

icons within the Reimbursement From icons.
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To view the New Reimbursement List:

1. Click Reimbursement > New List on the SCRA Menu to view the New 

Reimbursement List screen.  The New Reimbursement List screen is also 

displayed by clicking the New Reimbursement List link under the 

Reimbursement Processing section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   Clicking GO retrieves the list of New Reimbursements for 

the selected Issuer.

3. „Loan Key‟ is an optional field.  Entering a „Loan Key‟ retrieves all the new 

reimbursements associated with that loan for the entered „Issuer ID‟ 

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Reimbursement Form 

for that loan.

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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From the New Reimbursement List screen:

1. Place a checkmark in the „Select‟ checkbox of the record(s) to submit.  

Click SUBMIT.  

2. A message will be displayed asking if you are sure you want to submit the 

selected reimbursements.

3. Click OK to submit selected reimbursements, or CANCEL to cancel the 

request to submit.

4. Alternatively, to submit all of the reimbursements in the New 

Reimbursement List, click Submit All.  

5. A dialog box will display asking for confirmation. 

6. Click OK to submit all reimbursements, or CANCEL to cancel the request 

to submit.

7. The Download File screen is displayed.  See Slide 30 for instructions on 

downloading the SCRA Quarterly Reimbursement Request form.  You 

should review, print, sign, and mail the form to your SCRA Administrator.
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To view the Pending Reimbursement List:

1. Click Reimbursement > Pending List on the SCRA Menu.  The Pending 

Reimbursement List screen is also displayed by clicking the Pending 

Reimbursement List link under the Reimbursement Processing section of 

the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   Clicking GO retrieves the list of Pending Reimbursements 

for the selected Issuer.

3. „Loan Key‟ is an optional field.  Entering a „Loan Key‟ retrieves all the 

Pending Reimbursements associated with that loan for the entered „Issuer 

ID

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Reimbursement Form 

for that loan.

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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To view the Denied Reimbursement List:

1. Click Reimbursement > Denied List on the SCRA Menu.  The Denied 

Reimbursement List screen is also displayed by clicking the Denied 

Reimbursement List link under the Reimbursement Processing section of 

the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   Clicking GO retrieves the list of denied Reimbursements 

for the selected Issuer.

3. „Loan Key‟ is an optional field.  Entering a „Loan Key‟ retrieves all the 

denied Reimbursements associated with that loan for the entered „Issuer 

ID‟.  

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Reimbursement Form 

for that loan.

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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To view the Approved Reimbursement List:

1. Click the Reimbursement tab on the SCRA Menu.  Click the Approved List 

tab.  The Approved Reimbursement List screen is also displayed by 

clicking the Approved Reimbursement List link under the Reimbursement 

Processing section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   Clicking GO retrieves the list of approved Reimbursements 

for the selected Issuer.

3. „Loan Key‟ is an optional field.  Entering a „Loan Key‟ retrieves all the 

approved Reimbursements associated with that loan for the entered 

„Issuer ID‟.    

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Reimbursement Form 

from for that loan.

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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To view the Archived Eligibility List:

1. Click E-Library > Archived Eligibility List on the SCRA Menu to view the 

Archived Eligibility List screen.  The Archived Eligibility List screen is also 

displayed by clicking the Archived Eligibility List link under the E-Library 

section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   Clicking GO retrieves the list of Archived Eligibilities for the 

selected Issuer

3. „Loan Key‟ is an optional field.  Entering a „Loan Key‟ retrieves the 

Archived Eligibility associated with that loan for the entered „Issuer ID‟.  

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Eligibility Form for that 

loan.

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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To reactivate an archived eligibility and the associated reimbursements:

1. Open the Archived Eligibilities List from the E-Library tab

2. Click the checkbox in the Reactivate column for the eligibility you would 

like to reactivate.

3. Click the Reactivate link.   A confirmation dialog will be displayed asking 

you if you want to reactivate the selected eligibilities.  Click OK.

4. A dialog box displays confirming the reactivation.  Click OK

5. The eligibility and reimbursement records may now be accessed on the 

Approved Eligibility List and the Approved Reimbursement List.
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To view the Archived Reimbursement List: 

1. Click the E-Library > Archived Reimbursement List on the SCRA Menu to 

display the Archived Reimbursement List screen.  The Archived 

Reimbursement List screen is also displayed by clicking the Archived 

Reimbursement List link under the E-Library section of the SCRA Home 

page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   Clicking GO retrieves the list of Archived Reimbursements 

for the selected Issuer.

3. „Loan Key‟ is an optional field.  Entering a „Loan Key‟ retrieves all the 

Archived Reimbursements associated with that loan for the entered 

„Issuer ID‟.    

4. Click an individual „Loan Key‟ number to view the Reimbursement Form 

for that loan.

5. Click any underlined column heading to sort the data by that category.
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To view the Bulk Archive screen:

1. Click E-Library > Bulk Archive on the SCRA Menu to view the Bulk 

Archive screen.  The Bulk Archive screen is also displayed by clicking the 

Bulk Archive link under the E-Library section of the SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   

3. Click the Bulk Archive link to archive all approved SCRA eligible loans that 

do not have an outstanding request to change the expected release date, 

and for which reimbursements have been paid out for each month of 

military service.
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To view the Issuer Information screen for a given Issuer:

1. Click the Issuer Information link under the Other Information section of the 

SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   Clicking GO retrieves the Issuer Information for the 

selected Issuer.
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To view the Loan Key Lookup screen:

1. Click the Loan Key Lookup link under the Other section of the SCRA 

Home page.  

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   

3. Enter the known information about the loan in the corresponding text box.  

Only one field is required to be populated.

4. Clicking SEARCH retrieves the Issuer Information for the selected Issuer.
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To access the View/Update SCRA Contact screen:

1. Click the View/Update SCRA Contact link under the Other section of the 

SCRA Home page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   

3. All of the contacts associated with the selected „Issuer ID‟ that are present 

in the RFS Contact Management module will be displayed on the screen.  

If the desired SCRA point-of-contact is listed, the User may click the radio 

button next to that person‟s name.

4. When the desired SCRA point-of-contact is not in the RFS Contact 

Management database, use the editable text boxes at the top of the 

screen to add the person‟s information.  

5. After the point-of contact is selected using a radio button or the text 

boxes, the SEND CHANGE REQUEST button is clicked, and the request 

will be sent to the RFS Contact Management Administrator. 
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To view the Contact Us screen:

1. Click the Contact Us link under the Other section of the SCRA Home 

page. 

2. Select the „Issuer ID‟ from the drop-down list.  The drop-down list will 

contain the „Issuer IDs‟ belonging to Issuers assigned to your 

organization.   All fields on the screen are pre-populated, except for the 

„Your Question‟ text box.  Enter your question in the „Your Question‟ text 

box and hit SUBMIT to send the E-mail.
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A.     Report Pool and Loan Level Data Using HTTPS File Upload

1.     After logging in, point your mouse cursor on ‘File Upload’.

2.     Click on the ‘Upload File’ link in the drop down menu.
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3. Click „Browse’.
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4. Navigate to the file to upload.

5. Click ‘Open’.
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6. Click ‘Upload’.

7. Click ‘OK’.
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8. If you attempt to upload a file with the wrong file naming convention the following 

screen will display.

9. Change the name of the file following the instructions on the screen and re-

upload the file
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10. “File Uploaded Successfully” will display after you successfully upload a file.
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1. To download upload feedback click one of the two options under the „Upload 

Feedback‟ on the SCRA menu bar.
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2. If you clicked on „Eligibility Exceptions” on the previous screen the following page 

will display listing the Eligibility Exceptions 

3. To download one of the Eligibility Exception files listed on the screen the user 

must do the following:

• Copy the file name you wish to download

• Right click on the file name link

• Click “Save Target As”

• In the prompt “Save As” window, choose a directory from the 

“Save in” drop-down list

• Replace the default file name “resource” with the name that 

you copied before download

• In the “Save as type”, select “All files”

• Click “Save” button to save the file

4. If you wish to see Eligibility Exceptions for other Issuer ID‟s that your organization 

is associated with you may click on the Issuer ID drop down box and select another 

Issuer ID. The screen will automatically refresh with Eligibility Exceptions for newly 

selected Issuer ID.
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2. If you clicked on „Reimbursement Exceptions” on the previous screen the 

following page will display listing the Reimbursement Exceptions 

3. To download one of the Reimbursement Exception files listed on the screen the 

user must do the following:

• Copy the file name you wish to download

• Right click on the file name link

• Click “Save Target As”

• In the prompt “Save As” window, choose a directory from the 

“Save in” drop-down list

• Replace the default file name “resource” with the name that 

you copied before download

• In the “Save as type”, select “All files”

• Click “Save” button to save the file

4. If you wish to see Reimbursement Exceptions for other Issuer ID‟s that your 

organization is associated with you may click on the Issuer ID drop down box and 

select another Issuer ID. The screen will automatically refresh with Reimbursement 

Exceptions for newly selected Issuer ID.
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